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AbstractIn this paper we present fast parallel algorithms for remapping a class of irregular and adap-tive problems on coarse-grained distributed memory machines. We show that the remappingof these applications, using simple index-based mapping algorithm, can be reduced to sort-ing a nearly sorted list of integers or merging an unsorted list of integers with a sorted listof integers. By using the algorithms we have developed, the remapping of these problemscan be achieved at a fraction of the cost of mapping from scratch. Experimental results arepresented on the CM-5.
1 IntroductionThe key problem in eciently executing data parallel applications is that of partitioningthe data among the processors such that the computation load on each node is balanced,while communication is minimized. Partitioning such applications can be posed as a graph-partitioning problem. The nodes of a graph constitute a set of computations that can beexecuted concurrently, and the edges comprise the interaction between the various computa-tions. Graph-partitioning problems belong to the class of NP-complete problems [9]; henceexact solutions are computationally intractable for large problems. However, good subop-timal solutions are sucient for eective parallelization of most applications. There are anumber of partitioning algorithms available in the literature [1, 10, 14, 18, 19, 28]. This listis by no means complete.In a large number of such problems the computational structure (or dependencies) canbe constructed only during execution [5]. For such cases these graphs must be constructedat runtime; thus it is important that the partitioning of data be done at runtime. Achievingthis in parallel is clearly necessary, else partitioning itself would become a bottleneck.This paper is focused on a subclass of applications in which the computational graph issuch that the vertices correspond to two- or three-dimensional coordinates, and the interac-tion between computations is limited to vertices that are physically proximate. Examplesof such applications include nite element calculations [16], molecular dynamics [4], particledynamics [23], particle-in-a-cell [13, 27], region growing [7], and statistical physics [6]. A listof other such applications is given in [5]. For these applications, partitioning can be achievedby exploiting the above property. Essentially, proximate points are clustered together andform a partition such that the number of points attached to each partition are approximatelyequal. Most of the interactions are local and the amount of interprocessor communication islow if proximate points are clustered together. Many such algorithms have been describedin the literature, including recursive co-ordinate bisection [28], and inertial bisection [11].We have discussed an index-based indexing scheme in [25] and shown that it produces goodmappings for computational structures satisfying the above property.The index-based transformation (to be described later) converts a two-dimensional (orthree-dimensional) coordinate corresponding to a particular node of the computational graphto a one-dimensional index (an integer). The index has the property that proximity in two(or three) dimensions is generally maintained. This reduces the problem of mapping to oneof sorting a list of integers. Sorting in parallel is a well-studied problem in the literature.Several algorithms are available for sorting a list of integers [2, 26]. We have shown that asample-based sorting scheme can be eciently used for performing the mapping by using anindex-based method [18].For a large class of irregular and adaptive data parallel applications [5], the computa-1
tional structure changes from one phase to another in an incremental fashion. Thus, thepartitioning information of the previous phase can be eectively utilized to give the parti-tioning for a new phase. The changes are typically gradual, reecting adiabatic changes inthe physical domain, or large-scale, reecting additions to a data structure. Molecular dy-namics applications often exhibit the former behavior because interactions between particlesare implemented by neighboring lists that change as the atoms move [4]. Adaptive PDEsolvers are examples of the second behavior. Other examples with which we are familiarinclude some vision algorithms, including region-growing and labeling [7], statistical physicssimulations near critical points and the particle-sorting phase of a direct Monte Carlo simu-lation [8]. The key problem in ecient parallelization of these applications is reacting quicklyto minor modications in the data structure. The physical and numerical properties of thesealgorithms typically guarantee that large-scale restructuring of data is needed infrequently.Thus, for eective parallelization, the partitioning of the graph needs to be updated as thegraph changes over time. The following scenarios may arise (Figure 1): Perturbation: All the coordinates may perturb (within some small distance), e.g.,particle-dynamics problems [24]. Node Additions: New points may be added and/or old points deleted. This happensin the case of adaptive grids [5].One option is to repartition the new graph without using previous information. In thispaper, we show that this can be done in an incremental fashion with a much lower cost.Using the index-based mapping scheme, the remapping for perturbation can be reduced tosorting a nearly sorted list. For the case of additions, the remapping algorithms can bereduced to merging a list of unsorted integers in a sorted list. In this paper we study theparallelization of these two problems. We have developed several parallel algorithms for theabove problems; each of these algorithms has the best \worst case" performance for dierentranges of parameters (the size of the list of integers m, the size of sorted list n, and thenumber of processors p, etc.). Experimental results of these algorithms, provided on a 32-node CM-5, show that they can be eectively used for incremental remapping at a fractionof the cost of mapping.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief outline of the graph-partitioning problem and the index-based approach for performing the partitioning. Section3 gives the important features of the CM-5. Section 4 describes the important parallelprimitives required for the remapping algorithms in Section 5. These primitives provide alevel of architectural independence for our algorithms. Section 6 describes the results for anumber of data sets on the CM-5 for the dierent algorithms. We present our conclusionsin Section 7. 2
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Figure 1: Incremental Aspects2 Graph PartitioningConsider a graph G = (V;E), where V represents a set of vertices, E represents a set ofundirected edges, the number of vertices is given by n = jV j, and the number of edges isgiven by e = jEj. The graph-partitioning problem can be dened as an assignment schemeM : V  ! P that maps vertices to partitions. We denote by B(q) the set of verticesassigned to a partition q, i.e., B(q) = fv 2 V : M(v) = qg. For graphs representing thecomputational structure of a physical domain, each vertex vi 2 V , 1  i  n corresponds toa physical coordinate in a d-dimensional space (xi1; xi2; : : : ; xid), and each edge is an orderedpair (vi1; vi2). For such graphs, these edges connect physically proximate vertices.The weight wi corresponds to the computation cost (or weight) of the vertex vi. The costof an edge we(v1; v2) is given by the amount of interaction between vertices v1 and v2. Thusthe weight of every partition can be dened asW (q) =Pvi2B(q)wi.The cost of all the outgoing edges from a partition represent the total amount of com-munication cost and is given byC(q) =Pvi2B(q);vj 62B(q)we(vi; vj) .We would like to make an assignment such that the time spent by every node is minimized,i.e., minq (W (q) + C(q)), where  represents the cost of unit computation/cost of unitcommunication on a machine. However, for most cases the valueXq C(q) is minimized. This3
is because most programs perform local computation followed by collective communicationof non-local data. This requires the computation loads to be as close to balanced as possible,i.e., w(0)  w(1)  w(2) : : :  w(p  1). This removes the rst terms from the minimizationfunction. Further, minimization is replaced by summation because that makes it a continuousfunction. Since many of the methods proposed in the literature have been gradient descent(or require quadratic minimization function), this approximation makes graph-partitioningproblems more amenable to these methods.2.1 Index-Based PartitioningThe computational graphs which we consider in this paper assume that most interactionsoccur between points that are physically proximate in two or more dimensions. Row-majorindexing and shued row-major indexing are two of the several ways of indexing pixels in atwo-dimensional grid. These two indexing schemes are shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2(b) for a graph in which the set of vertices are arranged in a grid of size 8  8. Row-majorindexing orders vertices such that if two points are along the same row, then their indices areclose to each other. However, the same property is not maintained along the other dimension.On the other hand, shued row-major indexing maintains the above property along bothdimensions. This indexing scheme can be generalized to n-dimensions and used to convert ann-dimensional index into one-dimensional index such that proximity in the n-dimensions isgenerally maintained. Index-based algorithms for partitioning graphs have been described in[18]. An IBP algorithm includes three phases|indexing, sorting, and coloring. The indexingscheme is based on converting an N -dimensional coordinate into a one-dimensional indexsuch that proximity in the multi-dimensional space is maintained.The shued row-major index can be easily derived by interleaving the indices. A simpleexample of interleaving indices is as follows. Suppose index1 = 001, index2 = 010, andindex3 = 110. Then the interleaved index would be 001011100. In the above case thenumber of bits in each dimension are equal. This could easily be generalized to cases wherethe sizes are dierent. For example, if index1 = 101, index2 = 01, and index3 = 0, then theinterleaved index would be 100110. This is done by choosing bits (right to left) of each of thedimensions one by one, starting from dimension 3. When the bits of a particular dimensionare no longer available, that dimension is not considered.Another indexing scheme which maintains proximity in multiple dimensions is based onHilbert space lling curves (Figure 2 (c)). We have performed experiments with this indexingand the quality of partition obtained is similar to the shued row-major indexing. However,most of the algorithms discussed in this paper are in general, independent of the indexingmethod used.After indexing is done, an ecient sorting algorithm can be applied to sort these vertices4
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erent Indexing Schemes for an 8  8 image: (a) Row-Major, (b) ShuedRow-Major, and (c) Hilbert Space Filling Curve.according to their indices. Finally, this sorted list is divided into P equal sublists. Figure 2(c) shows the nodes of a computational graph and corresponding shued row-major indices(Figure 2 (d)). A partitioning can be achieved by sorting the list of indices and dividing it intoequal parts. We have shown that the quality of the solutions produced using these methodsare comparable to other coordinate-based partitioning schemes for a large number of graphsderived from actual applications [18]. Since these methods do not directly utilize the edgeinformation available, the number of cross edges is larger than the spectral methods [10].However, for large graphs, the total sequential time required is at least two to three orders ofmagnitude smaller as compared to spectral methods. Further, these methods can be easilyparallelized.3 CM-5 System OverviewThis section gives a brief overview of the CM-5 system that we used to conduct our exper-iments. The CM-5 is available in congurations of 32 to 1024 processing nodes, each nodebeing a SPARC microprocessor with 32M bytes of memory and optional vector units. Thenode operates at 33 MHz and is rated at 22 Mips and 5 MFlops. When equipped with vectorunits, each node of the machine is rated at 128 Mips (peak) and 128 MFlops (peak).The CM-5 internal networks include two major components, a data network and a controlnetwork. The CM-5 has a separate diagnostics network to detect and isolate errors through-out the system. The data network provides high-performance data communications amongall system components. The network has a peak bandwidth of 5M bytes/sec for node-to-5
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Figure 3: CM-5 data network with 16 nodesnode communication. However, if the destination is within the same cluster of 4 or 16, itcan give a peak bandwidth of 20M bytes/sec and 10M bytes/sec, respectively [3]. Figure 3shows the data network with 16 nodes. The control network handles operations requiring thecooperation of many or all processors. It accelerates collective operations such as broadcastand integer reduction, and system management operations such as error reporting.4 Basic OperationsFor the rest of the paper, let Aj represent an element A stored in processor j. Hence Aj[i]represents the ith element of an array belonging to the jth processor. We will drop thesubscript j whenever it is obvious from the context.1. Sending a MessageSending a message from one node to another can be modeled as O( + B), where is the overhead,  is the transfer rate and B is the size of the message. As discussedin the previous section, the value of  epends on whether the destination belongs to aspecic subgroup and whether other nodes are sending messages. For our complexityanalysis we will assume that  and  are constant, independent of the congestion anddistance between two nodes.2. Global ConcatenationAssume that each processor has n=p elements, where p is the number of processors.Each processor contains a vector Vi[0    np   1]. The global concatenate operationcomputes a concatenation of the local list in each of the processors. The resultant6
For all processors Pi , 0  i  n  1, do in parallelfor k = 1 to n-1 doj = i kif COM(i; j) > 0 then pi sends a message to pjif COM(j; i) > 0 then pi receives a message from pjFigure 4: All-to-Many Personalized communicationvector R[0    n   1] is stored in all the processors.R[j] = Vj div p[j mod p]This operation can be completed in O(1n) time on the CM-5, where 1 is a con-stant [3].3. Global CombineAssume that each processor contains a vector Vi[0   n   1]. Let p be the number ofprocessors. The global concatenate operation computes an element-wise sum of thelocal list in each processor. The resultant vector R[0    n   1] is stored in all theprocessors. R[j] = p 1Xi=0 Vi[j]This operation can be completed in O(2n) time on the CM-5, where 2 is a con-stant [3].4. All-to-Many Personalized Communication [22]In all-to-many personalized communication, each processor needs to send a dierentmessage (potentially of a dierent size) to a subset of all the processors. A simplestrategy is to use multiple send-receive operations to perform all-to-many communica-tion primitives. Each processor Pi sends a message to processor P(ik) and receives amessage from P(ik), where 0 < k < p. When COM(i; j) = 0, processor Pi will notsend a message to processor Pj , but will receive a message from Pj if COM(j; i) > 0.The entire communication uses pairwise exchange (j = i k, i = j k). The cost ofthis collective communication depends on the structure of the communication matrixand the sizes of dierent messages.Several other algorithms have been developed for scheduling such unstructured collec-tive communication so as to reduce node contention (a node receiving messages fromtwo nodes at the same time), as well as like-link contention (two messages with dier-ent source and destination passing through the same link) [15, 21]. However, many of7
these methods require the same communication structure to be utilized several timesand are not appropriate in this case.5. Order Maintaining Load BalanceAssume that each processor i contains a sorted array Vi[0   Xi   1]. (0  i < p),where p is the number of processors. Further, a concatenation of all these arrays, inthe increasing order of the processor number, is also sorted. We would like to balancethe load on each processor such that the global ordering of the elements does notchange.The load-balancing algorithm which maintains the sorted order is given in Figure 5.Steps 2 and 3 calculate the prex sum and the average number of elements. We willassume X to be an integer for ease of presentation. Let prex sum Yk = Pk 1i=0 Xi for k = 1; : : : ; n  1, and Y0 = 0. average number of elements X = 1n Pn 1i=0 Xi. We assume that X is an integer forease of presentation.Let Gk[i] represent Vk[i]0s corresponding global index, Gk[i] = Yk + i; 0  i  Xk   1.In Step 4 data elements are sent to appropriate destinations. Let packetki contain dataelements that should be moved from processor Pk to Pi. Let lbki = maxfiX; Ykg andubki = minf(i + 1)X   1; Yk + Xk   1g, then if lbki > ubki ; packetki = , otherwisepacketki = fVk[j] j G 1k [lbki ]  j  G 1k [ubki ]g; where G 1k [i] = i   Yk. The boundariesof these packets can be easily determined by calculating the leftmost processor to whichdata must be sent (by using a binary search for Gk[0] on Z[0::p  1] on processor k).Since all the data has to be sent to consecutive processors, deriving this for the rest ofthe processors can be easily achieved.The complexity of this algorithm depends on the maximum amount of data to besent/received from any processor and the underlying communication network. Assum-ing that the minimum number of elements any processor has is more than XK and themaximum number of elements any processor has is less than XK, it can be easilyshown that the maximum number of number of messages to be sent by each processoris less than or equal to K, and the maximum number of messages to be received byany processor is less than or equal to K + 1. Thus, assuming near load balance, i.e.,K  2, each node will send and receive a few messages. Since link contention is nota major problem on the CM-5, this operation can be completed in O( +  X) timewhen the loads are nearly balanced. 8
For processor Pi , 0  i < p, in parallel doStep 1: Z[0::p  1] = Concatenate(Xi)Step 2: Y [k] =Pk 1j=0 Z[j] for k = 1; 2; :::; p  1, Y0 = 0Step 3: X = Pk 1j=0 Z[j]p/* Processor Pk owns data from Y [k] to Y [k + 1]  1 *//* After load balance it should have (k  1)X to kX */Step 4: Divide the local list into packets and send them to processors from left to right.Step 5: Receive messages and store them in the appropriate positions in the local array.Figure 5: Order Maintaining Load Balance Algorithm.6. Order Maintaining Data MovementAssume that each processor, i (0  i < p), contains a sorted array Vi[0   Xi   1].Further, a concatenation of all these arrays in the increasing order of the processornumbers is also sorted. In the Order Maintaining Data Movement operation, we wouldlike to move the elements on each processor such that the global order of the elementsdoes not change. However, unlike the previous procedure, load balancing is not re-quired. The movement is decided by another sorted array PART with p elements. Allthe local elements between PART [i] and PART [i+ 1] are to be moved to processor i(0  i < p). The algorithm is similar to the Order-Maintaining-Load-Balancing algo-rithm. Unlike the previous algorithm, the leftmost processor to which data has to besent by a given processor is decided by a binary search on PART . The complexity ofthis algorithm depends on the maximum amount of data to be sent/received by anyprocessor and the underlying communication network.7. SortSorting a list of keys reorders them in a non-decreasing (or a non-increasing) order.There are several algorithms available in the literature for parallel sorting [12]. Fordistributed memory machines, a number of sorting schemes have been shown to beeective [2, 26]. We have used a parallel sampling-based sort for our problems. Adetailed description of our method used is discussed in [18]. For the rest of this paperwe will assume that sorting n elements on p processors requires O(n lognp ) amount oftime. This is true when n is O(P 1+),  > 0.9
5 Remapping for Applications Requiring Perturba-tionsIn applications such as molecular dynamics, particle-in-a-cell methods, particle dynamics,etc., the interaction between several particles is simulated. These particles are dispersed in atwo- or three-dimensional space, and the simulation is performed for a large number of timesteps. At each time step, the numerical approximation techniques used for simulation dictatethat the amount of particle movement be small. Further, most of the important interactionsin the simulation are limited to points that are physically proximate. Assume that index-based mapping is used for partitioning these points. Corresponding index is expected tochange by a small amount, but this is not always the case (e.g., the index of (3, 3) is 15while the index for (3, 4) is 26).Thus the remapping of the particles, after a few time steps, can be reduced to the followingproblem. There is a sorted list A of size n. A nearly sorted list B is derived from list Aby perturbing each element by a small amount (on an average) by adding or subtracting asmall random number.We would like to develop an algorithm for sorting the new list B eciently by utilizinginformation of the previously sorted list A. The basic principle used by the algorithm isthe fact that A is close to B and sorted, and the partitions of A can be used to distributethe elements of B into lists of approximately equal size. Each of these lists is such thatall the elements of the list are greater then the previous list. Sorting each of the sublistsimplies a globally sorted list. An incremental sorting algorithm, given in Figure 6, assumesthe presence of a sorted list A, of size n, divided equally among all the processors in acontiguous fashion. The local list A is divided into l buckets to get approximate boundariesof l buckets of B on each processor. The maximum element of A is used to create an l's sizelocal bound array in each processor; local boundi[j] := Ai[ jnpl ], 1  j  l. For each elementof B an appropriate bucket must be obtained.Each element of B can be classied into three categories, depending on whether the keybelongs to the same bucket as the corresponding entry of A, or a dierent bucket on the sameprocessor, or a bucket of another processor. These categories are termed Type 0, Type 1,and Type 2, respectively. For small perturbation, it is expected that most of the keys will beof Type 0, a small fraction of the keys will be of Type 1, and an even smaller fraction of thekeys will be of Type 2. For this reason, using a search algorithm that is biased towards thecurrent position of the key is worth considering. The algorithm described in Figure 6 reectsthis bias. Checks are made for keys of Type 0 before searching for Type 1 followed by Type2. We opted to choose interpolation search over binary search for the same reasons. Type0 and Type 1 keys are added to local buers representing the dierent buckets on the same10
/* Bound[i] is the largest key of Ai. *//* local bound[j] is the largest key of Ai in [ (j 1)nl , jnl ), where l is the number of buckets in a processor */For each processor i do in parallelStep 1 : Bound := Global concatenate( local boundi [l])Step 2 : For j    1 to mi doCase Key of B[j] ofCase 0 : B[j] in [local bound[ jl ], local bound[ jl + 1]]Add B[j] to tmp locali[ jl ]Case 1 : out of [local bound[ jl ], local bound[ jl + 1]] but still within[Bound[i  1], Bound[i]]dest := Interpolation search(B[j], local bound)Add B[j] to tmp mergei[dest]Case 2 : out of processorproc := Interpolation search(B[j], Bound)Add B[j] to send list[proc]Step 3 : Apply All-to-Many communication using send list and receive elements in receivediStep 4 : For those elements received in Step 3dest := Interpolation search(receivedi[j], local bound)Add receivedi [j] to tmp mergei [dest]Step 5 : Sort each bucket Bi. (Bi has all the elements in tmp locali and tmp mergei .)Step 6 : Perform a Order Maintaining Load Balance on list BFigure 6: Bucket Based Incremental Sorting Algorithmprocessor. Type 2 keys have to be moved to a dierent processor and added to appropriatebuers.Step 3 completes the data transmission for the out-of-processor keys. Step 4 searches forthe buckets for nonlocal keys. Step 5 performs the sorting in each of the buckets. This isfollowed by a load-balancing step.The exact complexity of these algorithms is hard to derive as they are data dependent.The following provides an approximate analysis. Assuming that n keys are distributedequally in each of the processors ( np in each processor), the time required for Step 1 onthe CM-5 is O(p). With l buckets (intervals) in each processor (l  np ), Step 2 requiresO( np +  np loga l +  np loga p), 11
where  = no: of keys of type 0np ; = no: of keys of type 1np ; = no: of keys of type 2np ; +  +  = 1:This analysis assume that a is the corresponding base, in the sense of binary search, forinterpolation search. For the case when the keys have uniform distribution, the time requiredfor interpolation searche isO(log log n) on an average. In many practical case this assumptionis true. The cost of Steps 3 and 4 in the worst case is O(p +  np) and O(p loga l)),respectively, where  = no: of received keys of type 2np . Step 5 requires O(np ) to copy keys back tolist B. Assuming that the amount of perturbation is not large, the values for , , and are small, as compared to . So the complexity of Steps 2 and 4 can be approximated byO(np ). The complexity of Step 5 will depend on l and the size of each local bucket. The timerequired is Pl 1i=0O(mi logmi), where mi is the number of keys in local bucket i. Assumingall buckets are of approximately the same size, this can be approximated by O(np log npl).From practical perspectives, a simple optimization step can be added to reduce the costof sorting in Step 5. Since the list B is almost sorted, all the elements of B in type 0 willbe in a nearly ascending order. A sorted sublist can be obtained by removing the elementsthat are less than the largest found so far. This preprocessing step requires O(b) amount oftime where b is the size of the list. Assuming that  is the fraction of such keys, the sortingtime can be reduced to O((1   )b log(1   ) + b) in Step 5.There is a clear tradeo between the time spent in Step 5 and the searching cost in Steps2 and 4. The complexity of above algorithm depends on the size of each bucket, (l). If lis small, the cost of Step 2 and Step 4 are low. However, the cost of Step 5 is large. Forlarge l, the values of , , and  can no longer be assumed to be small. Thus an appropriatevalue of l must be determined experimentally. Even assuming that the cost of search anddata movement is negligible in the remapping algorithm, the maximum speedup that can beachieved over sorting from scratch is limited toO(np log n)O(np log npl)  C log nplog npl ;where C is expected to be greater than 1. 12
5.1 Experimental ResultsThe above algorithms were executed on a 32-node CM-5. To study the behavior of thesealgorithms for varying values of n, articial elements were generated in a three-dimensionalspace using a uniform random number generator. Each of the coordinate values were between0 and 20, and the number of bits attached to each dimension was 10. This corresponds to1024 bins along each dimension with the size of the index key being 30 bits. Thus each binrepresented a value of approximately :02 :02 :02 units. The perturbation was limited toa sphere of radius r and was accomplished as follows. For each data point we generated 3random numbers , , and  where r is the length of radius and  and  are within [0, 2). Using these three random numbers, the values of the three coordinates were calculatedin the following fashion. xi;j = xi;j +4xi;j where4xi;0 = ir sin(i),4xi;1 = ir cos(i) sin(i), and4xi;2 = ir cos(i) cos(i).Figure 7 shows the experimental results for the perturbation sorting on a 32-node CM-5for dierent radii of perturbations. A comparison is made with sorting from scratch. Theseresults show that for 64K data elements, the speedup achieved over sorting from scratch isabout a factor of 4 when the perturbation radius is 0:01 and the optimization mentioned inthe earlier section is performed. This improvement reduces as the amount of perturbationincreases. Further, the overhead of optimization is more than the gains when perturbationis large.The experimental results in Figure 8 include the indexing time for graph remapping.Indexing represents a major fraction of time spent on mapping. Since all the coordinatesare assumed to have been perturbed, a new value of index has to be recalculated. Thus, therelative performance gain of mapping versus remapping is smaller (as compared to sortingvs. perturbation sorting) although the absolute performance gains are the same. In practicalcases, it is necessary only to recalculate the indices for vertices that have moved suciently(such that their indices might have changed) to reduce the cost. The cost of the indexingcan also be substantially reduced by using table look-up methods.Figure 9 shows the tradeos for dierent bucket sizes. If the bucket size is small, thecost of searching is higher. When the bucket sizes are large, the cost of sorting goes up. Theoptimal bucket size for this particular case was equal to 10.13
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Figure 9: Time for searching phase and sorting phase of the perturbation sorting algorithmfor dierent bucket sizes. The size of data set is 64; 000 and j r j= 0:1.6 Remapping for Applications Requiring Addition/Deletionof NodesFor many applications, such as adaptive meshes, new nodes are added to the computationalgraph. Typically, this is done in a localized area to study the numerical behavior moreprecisely. These renements are based on the solution of the previous phase and are availableonly at runtime. During a typical simulation nodes may be added in a particular portion,only to be removed after a few phases. An example of an initial mesh and a rened meshis given in Figure 17. The following discussion is limited to the case when nodes are addedto the computational graph. All of these algorithms can be easily modied when this is notthe case.Remapping requires calculating the shued row-major indices of the new nodes, whichmust be combined with the indices of the previous phase. Since the previous mapping isavailable, this corresponds to adding an unsorted list of integers (corresponding to the indicesof the new nodes that are added) to a sorted list (corresponding to the indices of the oldnodes). The case of node deletion is similar.Let A represent a sorted list of n integers, and let B represent an unsorted list of mintegers. A simple sequential approach for merging list B into list A is to sort B, followed bymerging the two sorted lists. The complexity of this approach is O(m logm+ (m+ n)). Form < O( nlogn ), the complexity is O(n). In the following subsection we describe three dierentparallel algorithms for solving this problem under the assumption m n.16
/* Sorted array A is distributed using block distribution *//* Unsorted array B is distributed using block distribution *//* Bound[i] is the largest key of A stored in processor i */For each processor i do in parallelStep 1 : For k    0 to p  1 dosend list[k] := nilStep 2 : For k    1 to mi doproc := Binary search(Bi[k];Bound)Add Bi[k] to send list[proc]Step 3 : All-to-Many communication using send listStep 4 : Sort all Ai the elements received in Step 4 and call it CiStep 5 : Merge list Ai and CiStep 6 : PerformOrder Maintaining Load Balance on AFigure 10: Simple Merging AlgorithmWe assume that the list A is already sorted and divided equally among all the processors.This corresponds to the partitioning of the previous phase. The new points added/deleted inthe new phase are assumed to be equally divided among all the processors for the followingalgorithms. However, this is not going to be the case in general. In fact, for most practicalcases the incremental nodes are added in localized portions. This would typically correspondto all the new elements belonging to a few processors. In such cases a simple load-balancingscheme can be eectively applied [20]. The cost of this load-balancing scheme is nominalcompared to the cost of merging for most cases.Most of the analysis provided in the following section corresponds to near worst-casescenarios for each of the algorithms. An average case is hard to dene and depends on theapplication to be solved and the particular algorithm used for merging. The performanceof these algorithms would be much better on typical cases than the results described in thefollowing sections. Our emphasis is to show that the worst-case cost of remapping is a smallfraction of the total cost of remapping from scratch.6.1 Simple Merging AlgorithmA simple merging algorithm is given in Figure 10. The worst-case scenario for this algorithmcorresponds to one processor receiving all the merging elements from all the processors. Step2 takes np log p amount of time. The time taken for Step 3 depends on the number of packets17
For each processor i do in parallel/* Stage 1 : Preprocessing phase */Step 1 : Create q buckets for list Ai and record the boundary values in bucketi [1::q]Step 2 : BUCKET [1::pq] := Global Concatenate(bucketi[1::q])Step 3 : For k    1 to mi dop :=Binary search(Bi[k];BUCKET )counti[p] := counti[p]+1Step 4 : SUM [1::pq] := Global Combine(count[1::pq])Step 5 : For k    0 to p  1 doCoarse Bound[k] := minpqj=1 abs(SUM [j]   i(n+m)p )Step 6 : PerformOrder Maintaining Data Movement using Coarse Bound/* Stage 2 : Merging phase */Step 7 : Apply Simple Merge /* See Figure 10 */Figure 11: Bucket Merging Algorithmgenerated and the size of the packets. All-to-many communication algorithms have beendescribed in Section 4. Assuming link contention does not aect total communication time,the worst-case total cost of Step 3 is O(p + m). Steps 4 and 5 take O(mi logmi+ np +mi)amount of time where mi is the number of elements to be inserted. For the worst-casescenario this corresponds to O(m logm+ np ). Thus the total cost of Step 1 through Step 5 isO(mp log p+p+m+m logm+ np ). When n and m are compared to p, and whenm logm < np(the incremental data is much less than the data on one processor), this corresponds toO(np )1. For this case the Order Maintaining Load Balance will be reduced to shiftingto either the left or the right neighbors. The total time required for this step under theabove assumptions is O( +) where  is the maximum amount of data moving out of anyprocessor.6.2 Bucket-Merging AlgorithmThe worst-case scenario for the previous algorithm is when all the new points to be addedfall into the boundaries of one processor. When all or most of the elements to be added liebetween the minimum and the maximum element of the sublist of one processor, it will havethe eect of that processor receiving all the messages as well as sorting the elements received.1The time required for mapping from scratch would be O(np logn), where n is the number of vertices.18
This algorithm attempts to improve the worst-case scenario of the previous algorithm (Fig-ure 10). A high-level description of the bucket-merging algorithm is given in Figure 11. Thisalgorithm balances the load for the merging step more eectively by a preprocessing stepthat adjusts the global array A before the merging phase. Each processor divides the locallists into buckets. Essentially, each bucket represents a virtual processor. Step 4 determinesthe number of elements that will be received by each bucket. Step 6 calculates the approx-imate number of buckets that should belong to the dierent processors. Assuming m < np ,the complexity of Phase 1 would be O(pq + mp log pq). For phase 2, the complexity analysiswould be dierent then the one discussed in the previous section. The worst-case cost of thisphase again is O(m logm + (p + m) + np ). This corresponds to all the data going to onebucket. However, if all the indices are equally distributed among all the buckets belongingto a processor at the beginning of phase 1, some of these buckets will move toward the leftor the right.An appropriate choice of q is required to minimize the sum of the cost of the preprocessingphase and the merging phase. This will reduce the load on the processor that has receivedall the elements in the simple merge algorithm. Larger values of q increase the cost ofpreprocessing but lead to potentially better performance in the second stage.6.3 Sort-Based Merging AlgorithmThe algorithm rst sorts all the keys in the unordered list, thus reducing the problem toone of merging two sorted lists. Although merging of sorted lists has been a widely studiedproblem in the literature, most of the algorithms thus developed have been for cases whenthe two lists are equal in size. To the best of our knowledge, we have not seen any algorithmsfor coarse-grained machines for such cases.A high-level overview of the algorithm for merging two lists is given in Figure 12. Therst step divides A and B into buckets of equal size (say ). The number of buckets of A andB on each processor is qa and qb, respectively. For the sake of presentation, we will assumethat the number of local elements of A and B (n=p and m=p, respectively) are divisible by; we will describe the required changes if this is not the case. A simple example is used toexplain the details of the algorithm.The basic principle of our method is to nd partitions that will divide the merged listinto approximately equal sections. The rst step is to nd the boundaries of the buckets.This can be achieved by storing the maximum element of every bucket. We also keep trackof the size of each bucket, which is useful for making the required modications when thenumber of elements are not multiples of the bucket size. Two new lists are formed on eachof the processors by concatenating those boundary elements corresponding to the buckets oflist A and B, respectively. The sizes of these lists are qa p and qb p for A and B, respectively.19
A similar operation is performed for the size list (which maintains the size of each bucket).The time required for this operation on the CM-5 is O(qa p + qb p). These two lists aremerged to give another list, C, of size O((qa + qb)p). The time required for this merging isO(p(qa + qb)).Since the sizes of all the buckets are equal, and the total number of buckets is (qa+ qb)p,the number of buckets belonging to each processor should be approximately qa + qb. Thiscan be achieved by counting the number of buckets from left to right. Processor i gets allthe data corresponding to C[i  (qa + qb)] to C[(i+ 1)((qa + qb)  1]. It can easily be shownthat the maximum dierence of the number of elements between any two partitions is lessthan the size of two buckets.The next step is to apply an Order Maintaining Data Movement operation on Ausing the partitions obtained in the processors. This is followed by a Order MaintainingData Movement operation on B. The cost of these operations is dicult to analyze anddepend on the amount of data movement. However, the fact that the partitioning providedby C is nearly accurate implies that the data of A and B, which has to be moved to processori, will be required by any merging algorithm that assumes these lists are distributed. In thatsense, the amount of data movement is close to optimal.Once the data of A and B is moved to the correct processor in Step 4, it is merged locallyin Step 6. The cost of the operation is the sum of the sizes of the local lists. Because theresult array would be nearly equally divided (within 2 buckets), the time required for thisoperation is O((m+np )+2). The last step would typically result in a shift to the left or rightprocessor. Thus, the total amount of time required for merging is O((qa+ qb)  p+ m+np +2)and the cost of Data Movement in Step 5 and Step 7. Whenm and n p and  is reasonable,the algorithm is close to optimal.For the case when all the buckets are not of the same size, the arrays Length A andLength B can be used to nd the partitions in Step 4. Assuming a large number of buckets,this is practically always possible. A practical optimization can be added to have largerbucket sizes for A than B, as B is much smaller than A.Let PRED[i] = iXj=0 (length of the bucket ending at C[i].) This requires keeping extrainformation about every element of C (which list it belongs to and what bucket it repre-sents). PRED[i] represents the approximate number of elements (within the maximum sizeof any bucket) that is less than C[i]. A simple algorithm can be used to divide PART intoapproximately equal parts. 20
/* A is sorted list of size n distributed equally among all the processors *//* B is sorted list of size m distributed equally among all the processors */For each processor i do in parallelStep 1: Divide local list of A and B into buckets of size . Let the number of buckets be qA and qB , respectively.Let the maximum of each bucket and the size of the buckets of A be given by maxAi[1 : : : qa] and size Ai[1 : : : qa],respectively. The corresponding arrays for B are maxBi[1 : : : qb] size Bi[1 : : : qb].Step 2: BOUND A[1 : : : pqa]   CONCATENATE (maxAi)BOUND B[1 : : : pqb]   CONCATENATE (maxAi)LENGTH A[1 : : : pqa]   CONCATENATE (size Ai)LENGTH B[1 : : : pqa]   CONCATENATE (size Bi)Step 3: C    MERGE (BOUND A; BOUND B)Step 4: Divide C into p approximately equal partitions. Let it be PART [0 : : : p  1]Step 5: Order Maintaining Data Movement (A;PART )Order Maintaining Data Movement (B;PART )Step 6: Di    Merge (Ai; Bi)Step 7: Order Maintaining Load Balancing (D)Figure 12: Parallel algorithm for merging two sorted lists
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6.4 Experimental ResultsWe generated two types of data sets in order to study the behavior of dierent algorithmson the CM-5.1. Data Set 1: Each processor generated a random number (uniform distribution) ofelements such that the index values were within the boundaries of that processor. Thisis expected to be to the near best case for all the merging algorithms.2. Data Set 2: One processor generated all the elements such that all the elements werewithin the smallest and largest elements of that processor. This was followed by aload-balancing step in which the elements were distributed to all processors equally.This represents the near worst-case scenario for the merging algorithms.For Data Set 1 (Figure 13), the simple merge algorithm performs the best. This isexpected as the amount of data movement is minimal and the elements to be merged arenearly equally distributed. For initial array size of 64,000 and the number of additionalelements equal to 20%, the cost of simple merge, bucket merge and sort-based merge are0.035, 0.04 and 0.07 seconds respectively. This compares favorably with the correspondingcost of sorting which is 0:195 seconds.For Data Set 2 (Figure 14), the situation is totally dierent. The time required for thesimple merge is much more than the time required for the other two algorithms when thenumber of additional elements are larger than a small fraction of the total number of nodes.Further, the time required for simple merge is much worse as compared to Data Set 1. Thetime required for bucket merge is considerably lower than for simple merge. The extra costof adding a preprocessing phase is oset in the next phase when the number of additionalnodes are larger than a small fraction. The time required for the sort-based algorithm doesnot deteriorate much, compared to Data Set 1. It is the algorithm of choice if the numberof additional nodes is large.For Data Set 2, comparison between dierent algorithms is given in Figure 15. Themerging algorithms perform better than sorting from scratch. By choosing the algorithmwith the best worst case performance, depending on the dierent quantity of additionalnodes added, a combined merge algorithm can be derived. The comparison of the combinedmerge algorithm is given in Figure 15 (c), which shows that performance gains of factors of2 to 4 can be achieved when the number of additional elements added is less than 10%. Webelieve that for most typical cases the performance of the combined merge algorithms will bean order of magnitude better, a signicant improvement since the mapping algorithm basedon sorting is itself very fast as well as parallel.Figure 16 includes the cost of indexing in the combined merge algorithm to give theworst-case cost of remapping. It assumes that, for mapping, the index calculation is done22
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Figure 13: Performance comparison of dierent merging algorithms on 32-node CM-5 fordierent fraction of additional elements for Data Set 1. (a) simple merging algorithm, (b)bucket merging algorithm, and (c) sort-based merging algorithm23
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Figure 14: Performance comparison of dierent merging algorithms on 32-node CM-5 fordierent fraction of additional elements for Data Set 2. (a) simple merging algorithm, (b)bucket merging algorithm, and (c) sort-based merging algorithm24
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Figure 16: Comparison for Data set 2 index-based mapping and incremental mapping algo-rithms on j V j= 64; 000for the vertices, while for remapping the index calculation is done for additional verticesonly. The results show that for small fractions of additional vertices, the cost of remappingis an order of magnitude better.Figure 17 (a) shows a highly irregular graph with 10,166 nodes and 30,417 edges. Ad-ditional nodes and edges were added in small localized areas. The new graph is given inFigure 17 (b). It has 10,838 vertices and 32,487 edges.Figure 18 gives the cost of performing the mapping the initial graph and the cost ofremapping with the additional nodes/edges suing the index based partitioner on a 32 pro-cessor CM-5. All the timings except the index based repartitioning for the new graph assumethat mapping is performed from scratch. The timings for recursive coordinate bisection andrecursive spectral bisection are sequential times on a SUN4. Even assuming perfect paral-lelization of these two methods, the time required for indexed based partitioner is betterthan coordinate bisection and much better than spectral bisection. Further, the number ofcross edges generated is close to the cross edges generated by coordinate bisetion and slightlyworse than the cross edges generated by spectral bisection.The cost of remapping is less than 10% of the time required for mapping from scratch.It should be noted that most of the time (Figure 17) for such a small number of verticesis spent in communication. This is because our software currently uses a send/receive styleof message passing which have large overheads. Since the size of the messages is smallthese timings can be improved considerably by using active message based communicationprimitives that have considerably lower set up costs on the CM-5.26
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7 ConclusionsIn this paper we have presented parallel remapping algorithms for a class of incremental andadaptive data parallel applications. The index-based mapping scheme has been shown to beextremely fast and to produce good quality mappings [18]. We have shown that by usingthe methods developed in this paper, remapping can be achieved at a fraction of the timerequired for mapping. Experimental results for these algorithms on a 32 node CM-5 supportour conclusions.We believe our methods would be crucial in the parallelization of the class of incremen-tal and adaptive data parallel applications targeted in this paper. One drawback of thesemethods is that they do not take the edge information into account for partitioning. Weare currently developing remapping algorithms that exploit this information in order to re-duce the number of cross edges [17]. However, the computational cost of these methods areconsiderably higher.References[1] Rahul Bhargava, Virinder Singh, and Sanjay Ranka. A Modi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